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What are the fundamental differences between enlightened people and saints?

We normally use the word sage for the enlightened man and we use the word saint for 
saints. Now by sage what we mean is that he is an enlightened man which means he 
has no sense of self. The self is gone. There`s no person there. The only personality is 
coming up and going. There`s no person at all. And if you ask him “are you there?” he 
cannot say “I am there” nor can he say “I am not there”. Because the question itself will 
not make any sense to him. ´He` is completely gone. And the speed at which the 
senses coordinate are slower than that of a saint. Now the saint on the other hand he is 
still there. The enlightened man or the sage does not have that. And the saint is also in 
connection with the Divine, with God and he obeys the will of the Divine will and is 
constantly listening to the Divine will and functioning from there. The saint on other 
hand, to him everything that is happening is spontaneous. He does not comment with 
the Divine will as such. To him everything is the Divine will. And he does not particularly 
connect with the Divine. He is just living every moment. So the basic differences are:
the sage has no self
the saint has got a self.
The sage is normally not in connection with the Divine will. 
And the saint is in connection with the Divine will and the saint`s behaviour is 
predictable. He is conform to society. He may be auspicious in his words in his 
behaviours.
The sage is unpredictable and he may or may not be auspicious in his behaviour. These 
are some of the differences between a saint and a sage.


